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Abstract—Early detection of keratoconus will provide more treatment 
choices, avoid heavy treatments, and help stop the rapid progression of the dis-
ease. This study presents a machine learning-based keratoconus classification 
approach, using transfer learning, applied on corneal topographic images. Classi-
fication is performed considering the three corneal classes namely: normal, sus-
picious and keratoconus. Keratoconus classification is carried out using transfer 
learning, by the adoption of six different pretrained convolutional neural net-
works (CNN) VGG16, InceptionV3, MobileNet, DenseNet201, Xception and 
EfficientNetB0, which already have knowledge from solving previous specific 
problems. Each of these different classifiers is trained individually on five dif-
ferent datasets, generated from an original dataset of 2924 corneal topographic 
images. Original corneal topographic images have been subjected to a special 
preprocessing before their use by different models in the learning phase. Images 
of corneal maps are separated in five different datasets while removing noise 
and textual annotation from images. Most of models used in the classification 
allow good discrimination between normal cornea, suspicious and keratoconus 
one. Obtained results reached classification accuracy of 99.31% and 98.51% by 
DenseNet201 and VGG16 respectively. Obtained results indicate that transfer 
learning technique could well improve performance of keratoconus classification 
systems.

Keywords—keratoconus classification, machine learning, deep learning,  
transfer learning, corneal topography

1 Introduction

Keratoconus is a progressive disorder of the cornea, which gradually thins to take the 
form of an irregular cone [1]. Keratoconus is often causing myopia, irregular astigma-
tism, a decrease in visual acuity and an appearance of corneal opacities at an advanced 
stage [2]. It usually affects both eyes, but not with the same severity [3]. Figure 1 below 
indicates the difference between a normal cornea and a keratoconus one.
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Fig. 1. Normal and keratoconus corneas

The prevalence of keratoconus is estimated between 50 and 230 for every 100000 
people worldwide. Its prevalence is about 54.5 per 100000 people in the Caucasian 
population but increases to 229 per 100000 in Asians [4]. In Central India, this disease 
affects 1 person in 50 and approximately 1 person in 2000 in the United States [5]. 
In Morocco, no epidemiological study exists concerning the prevalence of keratoco-
nus. The origin of this disease is multifactorial and the most significant risk factors for 
keratoconus are eye rubbing, allergy, asthma, eczema, and positive family history of 
keratoconus. Among these risk factors already cited, the most involved in keratoconus 
pathogenesis is eye rubbing [6].

Keratoconus detection and classification, according to its degree of severity, is a pro-
cess that is generally based on the analysis of corneal topographic maps, its treatment 
also differs from optical correction to surgical interventions, depending on the degree 
of the disease [2]. keratoconus classification task is often carried out manually during 
consultations.

However, the big challenge is to discriminate the different stages of keratoconus, to 
be able to offer the right treatment for each case and stop the progression of the disease, 
especially in its forme fruste, which is difficult to detect because of the low expression 
of the disease relative to the indices of keratoconus presence. Thus, the daily clinical 
challenge is the cornea with borderline measurements. Specifically, the identification of 
the limit between the normal cornea and the forme fruste keratoconus. It is at this level 
that such a decision support system for the classification of keratoconus will be of great 
importance, to assist clinicians when classifying keratoconus.

The development of such decision support system, for keratoconus classification, 
can potentially improve healthcare, allowing specialists to make an objective and more 
robust decision and to obtain alternative treatment solutions before any surgery or 
heavy treatment that can alter physical condition.

The present paper proposes a keratoconus classification approach based on trans-
fer learning method, a set of techniques which consist in transferring the knowledge 
acquired by CNN models, during the resolution of certain problems, to accomplish 
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new learning tasks which are not necessarily of the same context. In this sense, the 
six different classifiers VGG16, InceptionV3, MobileNet, DenseNet201, Xception and 
EfficientNetB0, pre-trained on specific datasets, are reused in this study for the classi-
fication of keratoconus by corneal topography analysis, taking advantages of the great 
capabilities of CNNs in classification problems [7].

2 Related works

A significant amount of research has been carried out in the context of the use 
of machine learning for keratoconus classification, according to its different stages, 
many of which were focused on the use of transfer learning techniques. Various pre-
trained CNN models were used in these studies such as SqueezeNet (SqN), AlexNet 
(AlxN), ShuffleNet (SfN) and MobileNet-v2 (MbNV2), VGG16, VGG19, InceptionV3 
(InCV3), ResNet152 (RsN152), InceptionResNetV2 (InCRsNV2), SVM. Table 1 below 
describes, in more detail, the research covered in the related works section, sorted by 
year of publication.

Table 1. Summary of related works sorted by year

Ref Year Models Dataset Classes Accuracy

[8] 2022 PSO & VGG16 1500 images 3 classes 95.9%

[9] 2022 Two CNNs & VGG16 Over of 1900 patients 3 classes Over 80%

[10] 2021 SqN, AlxN, SfN & MbNV2 444 cases 2 classes 98.3%

[11] 2021 VGG16 & a CNN 4000 images 2 classes 95.75%

[12] 2020 RsN152, VGG16 & InCV3 354 images 2 classes 95.8%, 93.1% & 93.1%

[13] 2020 InCV3 25 images (test set) 2 classes 73.33% for normal & 
60% for keratoconus

[14] 2020 AlxN, VGG16 & VGG19 26736 images 4 classes 99.12%, 99.96% & 
99.93%

[15] 2020 InCRsNV2 6465 images 5 classes 94.7%

[16] 2020 ResNet-based CNN 3000 images 3 classes 99.3%

[17] 2019 CNN 3000 images 2 classes 99.33%

[18] 2017 SVM 131 images 4 classes 92.6% to 98.0%

3 Methodology

3.1 Data collection

A total of 2924 topographic corneal images were captured, anonymously, using 
Pentacam device. Each corneal topographic image represents the cornea of a different 
patient. The retained part of these images is consisting of the four maps (corneal thick-
ness, sagittal curvature, back and front elevations) in JPEG 1024x729 format as shown 
in the following Figure 2. Captured images have been classified and labeled manually, 
by specialists, considering three corneal classes, which are normal, suspicious and ker-
atoconus corneal classes.
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Fig. 2. Examples of corneal topographic images (A: normal cornea, B: suspicious cornea  
and C: keratoconus cornea)

All captured images contain annotations as well as color scales which can be harmful 
for the learning phase, a specific preprocessing of these images was necessary before 
they are used by different classifiers of the proposed system.

3.2 Images preprocessing

As shown in the Figure 2 above, each image is composed of Sagittal Curvature, 
Elevation Front, Corneal Thickness, and Elevation Back maps. Images also include 
color scale bars, metrics, texts, and numeric annotations that can represent noise and 
perturb the learning of different classifiers. In related works already cited, keratoconus 
classification was performed using corneal topographic images with all noise described 
above, in the most of studies. In the current study, a special preprocessing was applied 
to the original images to eliminate images noise.

The first step of image preprocessing consists of separating the four corneal maps in 
a JPEG format (265x265), while eliminating the color scale bars, metrics, textual and 
numerical annotations which risk reducing the performance of the final predictive sys-
tem. The second step of image preprocessing consists of separating the corneal images 
composed of all the four maps in a JPEG format (605x665). The separation process 
of different corneal maps is carried out using the ImageJ tool [19] as illustrated in the 
Figure 3 below.
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Fig. 3. Images separation process and datasets composition
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Once the maps were separated, the next step is to remove the noise from images 
while preserving different colors. To do this, an elimination of dark outliers, followed 
by an elimination of bright outliers, with a radius of 15 and a threshold of 1 using ImajeJ 
tool, were applied to eliminate annotations, numerical and textual measurements that 
can affect the prediction accuracy of different models. Finally, five different datasets 
were composed of the noise-free images resulting from the already detailed preprocess-
ing. The first dataset is composed of Sagittal Curvatures images, the second is made up 
of the Elevation Front images, the third is composed of the Corneal Thickness images, 
the fourth is represented by the Elevation Back images and the fifth is that made up of 
the four corneal maps.

3.3 Data augmentation

The original dataset used in this study is composed of a total of 2924 corneal topo-
graphic images. An ensemble of 341 Images were labeled as keratoconus (i.e. 12%), 
1695 images were labeled as normal (i.e. 58%) and 888 images were labeled as suspi-
cious (i.e. 30%). To balance the dataset, improve the performance of the proposed pre-
dictive system and ensure a better training of different classifiers, a data augmentation 
was applied to the different datasets [20]. In this study, the data augmentation is carried 
out by the application of some transformations using the Keras ImageDataGenerator 
class. Transformations include a random width and height shifts of the range of 0.1, 
horizontal flips of images, a random zoom of the images with a value of 0.2 and random 
rotation of training images by a value between 0 and 90 degrees.

It should be noted that the test data is not augmented and that the different models 
are tested on the real unmodified topographic images. The Figure 4 below indicates the 
images number before and after data augmentation.

Fig. 4. Corneal classes distribution over different training datasets  
before and after data augmentation
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3.4 Classification methodology

The proposed methodology of keratoconus classification in the current study, consid-
ering three classes of corneas, namely normal, suspicious and keratoconus, is described 
in Figure 5 bellow.
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Fig. 5. Adopted methodology for keratoconus classification

In this study, corneal topographic images classification, of different datasets, is real-
ized based on transfer learning technique. Six different pretrained CNN classifiers are 
used in the proposed method:
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VGG-16. Characterized by its 16 trainable layers, this CNN classifier consists of 5 con-
volution blocks. The first 2 blocks are composed of 2 repeated 3x3 convolution layers with 
padding. The last 2 blocks have the same structure 3 repeated convolution layers instead 
of 2 layers. VGG16 also has a maximum pooling layer of 2x2 for down-sampling [21].

InceptionV3. As an extension of Google’s GoogLeNet, InceptionV3 represents the 
3rd version of a deep learning CNN architecture. Trained on the imageNet dataset, 
consisting of over a million images with 1000 different classes [22].

MobileNet. It is a type of CNN implemented especially for mobile vision systems 
and in-vehicle applications. The basic idea behind MobileNet is to use deep separable 
convolutions to compose simpler and lightweight deep neural networks that can have 
low latency for mobile and embedded devices [23]

DenseNet201. It is a type of CNN that uses dense connections between these differ-
ent layers, through dense blocks, where all the layers are directly connected with each 
other. Each layer receives input from all previous layers and passes its own feature 
maps to all layers in the next level [24]. The version used in this study is DenseNet201.

Xception. Introduced by François Chollet [25], Extreme Inception is an architecture 
composed of 36 convolutional layers, which represent the feature extractor, these layers 
are structured in 14 modules with linear residual connections between them. Xception 
is a CNN with depth-separable convolution layers.

EfficientNetB0. The implementation of this CNN architecture is based on a study 
that demonstrated that scaling the depth, width and resolution of a Deep CNN, using a 
compound coefficient, can generate better performance. The version used in this study 
is the EfficientNetB0 [26].

Each model is trained separately on each of the different datasets, using the Adam 
optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001 over 30 epochs. The datasets were split into 70% 
for training and 30% for testing.

3.5 Evaluation metrics

To evaluate the prediction performance of the proposed classification system, the 
metrics used in this study are:

Execution time which represents the time taken by different models for the training 
and prediction phases.

Accuracy which is a simpler performance metric, this measure allows to calculate 
the percentage of good predictions compared to the set of predictions [27]. The accu-
racy is described by the following equation 1.

 Accuracy = TP+TN
TP+TN +FP+FN

 (1)

Precision that represents the number of observations correctly assigned to a given 
class relative to the total number, of correctly or incorrectly, classified positive samples 
[28]. Precision is represented by the following equation 2.

 Precision = TP
TP+FP

 (2)
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Recall, this indicator, which is complementary to the metrics already mentioned, 
corresponds to the number of observations correctly attributed to a given class com-
pared to the total number of positive samples [29]. The Recall is calculated using of the 
following equation 3.

 Recall = TP
TP+FN

 (3)

F1-score which is calculated by combining the Precision and the Recall, F1-score 
metric is generally preferred in the case of a classification with unbalanced classes. The 
F1-score is calculated as shown in the equation 4 below [30].

 F1 score= 2* Precision* Recall
Precision+Recall

−  (4)

Where, True Positive (TP) represents the positive values that the system correctly 
predicts. For example, a keratoconus eye that the model predicts correctly. True Nega-
tive (TN) corresponds to negative values that are predicted correctly. This is the exam-
ple of a normal eye that the model predicts as normal. False Positive (FP) represents the 
case of positive values that are predicted differently. This is the example of a normal 
eye which is predicted as keratoconus by the classifier. False Negative (FN) corre-
sponds to actual values that are otherwise predicted. The case of a keratoconus eye that 
the model predicted as normal [27].

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Calculator and data descriptions

The simulation results are obtained using a calculator with an Intel(R) Core(TM) 
i5-6300U CPU @ 2.40GHz 2.40GHz processor, a RAM of 8.00 GB, Windows 8.1 
Professional operating system, tensorflow and keras library in Python 3.7.4 on Jupyter 
notebooks. The distribution of corneal topographic images classes, in each of the five 
datasets used in this study, is described in table 2 below. Remind that to test the models 
on real images, validations are performed on real images of the original dataset, while 
trainings are performed on datasets after data augmentation.

Table 2. Datasets description

Classes Total Images 
Number

Original Training 
Dataset

Augmented 
Training Dataset Testing Dataset

Keratoconus 341 239 1187 102

Normal 1695 1187 1187 508

Suspicious 888 662 1187 266

4.2 Obtained results

Keratoconus classification in this study is carried out using VGG16, InceptionV3, 
MobileNet, DenseNet201, Xception and EfficientNetB0 CNN classifiers. Each of the 
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models used in this study is fine-tuned by freezing the pretrained weights of differ-
ent layers, adding a fully connected layer followed by a softmax layer with 3 outputs 
and retraining the model using our five different datasets of 2924 corneal topographic 
images. As already mentioned, results are obtained using the Adam optimizer with a 
learning rate of 0.001 over 30 epochs and using uniform batches of six items. The 
datasets were split into 70% for training and 30% for testing. Table 3 below represents 
classification results obtained by the different CNN classifiers over different datasets.

Table 3. Obtained results using different classifiers

Dataset Models Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score Execution Time

Corneal 
Thickness

VGG16 97.60% 95% 96% 96% 2h17min7s

InceptionV3 88.92% 87% 83% 85% 29min28s

MobileNet 97.49% 97% 95% 96% 17min20s

DenseNet201 97.60% 96% 96% 96% 1h58min2s

Xception 95.20% 93% 92% 93% 1h5min25s

EfficientNetB0 57.99% 19% 33% 24% 37min34s

Elevation 
Back

VGG16 93.72% 92% 93% 92% 2h12min9s

InceptionV3 84.36% 83% 84% 83% 27min19s

MobileNet 93.94% 92% 92% 92% 16min49s

DenseNet201 94.86% 92% 92% 92% 1h42min37s

Xception 89.61% 88% 88% 88% 1h2min30s

EfficientNetB0 30.36% 10% 33% 16% 33min9s

Elevation 
Front

VGG16 90.75% 91% 88% 89% 2h11min22s

InceptionV3 78.53% 79% 76% 77% 27min23s

MobileNet 95.31% 95% 93% 94% 16min40s

DenseNet201 96.23% 94% 94% 94% 1h43min42s

Xception 83.90% 82% 80% 81% 1h4min23s

EfficientNetB0 30.36% 10% 33% 16% 33min14s

Sagittal 
Curvature

VGG16 96.00% 95% 93% 94% 2h10min25s

InceptionV3 78.76% 79% 77% 78% 26min58s

MobileNet 95.20% 95% 92% 94% 16min26s

DenseNet201 93.83% 93% 92% 92% 1h43min55s

Xception 81.96% 82% 82% 82% 1h3min25s

EfficientNetB0 57.99% 19% 33% 24% 32min55s

Four maps VGG16 98.51% 97% 98% 98% 2h11min20s

InceptionV3 91.78% 90% 90% 90% 27min14s

MobileNet 98.74% 98% 98% 98% 16min47s

DenseNet201 99.31% 99% 98% 99% 1h45min18s

Xception 91.43% 89% 91% 90% 1h9min31s

EfficientNetB0 30.36% 10% 33% 16% 42min25s
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The Figure 6 below illustrates DenseNet201 classifier accuracy curves on the corneal 
thickness, elevation back, elevation front, sagittal curvature and the four corneal maps 
datasets respectively.

Fig. 6. DenseNet201 classifier accuracy curves over different datasets

Figure 7 below shows DenseNet201 classifier loss curves on the corneal thickness, 
elevation back, elevation front, sagittal curvature and the four corneal maps datasets 
respectively.
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Fig. 7. DenseNet201 classifier loss curves over different datasets

The Figure 8 below represents the confusion matrixes for the DenseNet201 classifier 
over different datasets used in this study.
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Corneal Thickness Elevation Back

Elevation Front Sagittal Curvature

Four Maps

Fig. 8. DenseNet201 classifier confusion matrixes over different datasets

4.3 Discussion

Figures 6, 7 and 8 above indicate that DenseNet201 model can discriminate between 
normal, suspicious and keratoconus corneas with an accuracy which exceed 90%.

Table 3 above represents the performance of the different classifiers, trained indi-
vidually, on the five different datasets. On the corneal thickness dataset, VGG16 and 
DenseNet201 allow keratoconus classification with an accuracy of 97.60%, represent-
ing the best classifiers on this dataset, considering classification accuracy. Consider-
ing the execution time, VGG16 and DenseNet201 take 2h17min7s and 1h58min2s 
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respectively to classify different images on the corneal thickness dataset. On the same 
dataset, the MobileNet allows classification with an accuracy of around 97.49% with 
an execution time of 17min20s, representing the fastest classifier on this dataset. The 
performance of MobileNet is also better, especially considering the accuracy/exe-
cution time rate. Using the Elevation back dataset, DenseNet201 represents the best 
model, with an accuracy of 94.86%, followed by VGG16 and MobileNet with a clas-
sification accuracy of around 93.72% and 93.94% respectively. In terms of execution 
time, MobileNet is the fastest classifier, allowing classification in about 16min49s. 
DenseNet201 and VGG16 classifiers take 1h42min37s and 2h12min9s respectively to 
classify different images.

On the Front Elevation dataset, DenseNet201 achieves an accuracy of 96.23% in 
1h43min42s. The second classifier is MobileNet, this model reaches an accuracy of 
95.31%, in about 16min40s, marking the execution time the most restricted over this 
dataset.

In the case of Sagittal Curvature dataset, the VGG16 represents the best model with 
an accuracy of 96.00%, while consuming 2h10min25s. The second classifier on this 
dataset is the MobileNet with an accuracy of 95.20% in 16min26s run time.

On the last dataset, composed of the four corneal maps, the best classification perfor-
mance is achieved by the DenseNet201 model, which reaches a classification accuracy 
of 99.31% with an execution time of 1h45min18s, followed by MobileNet and VGG16 
which achieve classification accuracy of 98.74% and 98.51% respectively. MobileNet 
and VGG16 take 16min47s and 2h11min20s respectively.

Generally, the best performing classifier on most datasets, considering classification 
accuracy, is DenseNet201. But considering the execution time, MobileNet is the fastest, 
with an execution time that does not exceed 18 minutes. VGG16 is retained as the slow-
est classifier with an execution time varying between 2h10min and 2h17min over all 
datasets. The lowest performance, over all datasets, are those achieved EfficientNetB0 
classifier. EfficientNetB0 is marked as the least efficient model, with a classification 
accuracy of 57.99%, 30.36%, 30.36%, 57.99% and 30.36% on the dataset composed 
of corneal thickness, elevation back, elevation front, sagittal curvature and four maps 
respectively.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposed a transfer learning-based system, using pretrained CNN clas-
sifiers, for keratoconus classification from corneal topographic images. In this context, 
five different datasets were built, composed of corneal thickness, elevation back, ele-
vation front, sagittal curvature and four corneal maps respectively, to ensure a better 
learning for the different deep learning-based classifiers. Obtained results indicated that 
transfer learning can improve systems to accurately classify keratoconus in its different 
stages. Such systems could potentially assist specialists in the keratoconus classifica-
tion task, which is still made manually.
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